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Photon factsheet
� Emitted from all the stages of collisions, and leave 

unscathed strongly
� Provide temperature of the stage
� Leading order production processes include 

Compton scattering and annihilation of quarks

� Photon production rate can be written by photon 
self energy and Bose distribution

� At higher pT (E>>T), the slope of the distribution 
tells the temperature of the system

� Absolute yield depends on production processes 
involved.
� In order to compare with data, time/temperature 

profile of the system (fireball model, etc..)
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A recent review: TS, Pramana 84, 845(2015)
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Photon sources in HI collisions
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Jet in-medium bremsstrahlung

Jet-photon conversion

Magnetic field, Glasma?

Schematics by the courtesy of Gabor David



A model calculation
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van Hees, Gale, Rapp, PRC84, 054906 (2011)



Disentangling various photon sources

Sources pT v2 v3 vn t-dep.

Hadron-gas Low pT Positive and sizable Positive and sizable

QGP Mid pT Positive and small Positive and small

Primordial (jets) High pT ~zero ~zero

Jet-Brems. Mid pT Positive ?

Jet-photon 
conversion

Mid pT Negative ?

Magnetic field All pT Positive down to pT=0 Zero
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� Resulting photon spectrum is sum of sources

� Need differential measurements to disentangle each photon source
� If N sources exist, one needs M (>N) differential measurements



Analysis principle
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� Measure inclusive photons

� Subtract photons from hadron decays
� Hadrons other than p0/h can be estimated 

using mT scaling

Direct g hadron decay g

Inclusive photon
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That’s it! However…



Measuring “pure” photons is hard
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� Hadron contamination to the photon samples is a big issue

� Can be reduced by photons converted to electron pairs

Internal conversions (virtual photon) External conversions (real photon)



Measuring “pure” photons is hard
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� Hadron contamination to the photon samples is a big issue

� Can be reduced by photons converted to electron pairs

Internal conversions (virtual photon) External conversions (real photon)

One parameter fit: (1-r)fc + r fd

fc: cocktail calc.,  fd: direct photon calc.

 

r =
g*dir(m > 0.15)
g*inc(m > 0.15)

µ
g*dir(m » 0)
g*inc(m » 0)

=
gdir
g inc

Tag converted photons by their e+e- mass
(should be very small)



Review of 200GeV Au+Au results
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Au+Au 200GeV spectrum

10

� Tave = 239 ± 25(stat) ± 7(syst) MeV (0-20%)
� c.f. LHC, Pb+Pb 2.76TeV: Tave = 304 ± 51(stat+syst) MeV (0-40% centrality)

� Early stage emission?

PRC91, 064904 (2015)
pT[GeV/c]

Direct photon spectra Thermal photon spectra

Virtual
photon



Photon flow(v2 and v3) in Au+Au 200GeV
� Subtract hadron-decay photon vn from inclusive photon vn

� Decay photon vn is calculated from the measured p0 vn
� vn for other hadrons are obtained by KET-scaling + mT scaling from p0 and Kaon

� Sizable positive flow is observed.
� Similar to p0, h+/-. Late stage emission?
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PRC94, 064901 (2016)
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Comparison with models
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� Fireball model (HG+QGP+pQCD)
� H. vHees et al., PRC 84, 054906(2011)
� Blue shift of HG spectra. No v3

� Semi-QGP
� C. Gale et al., PRL114, 072301 + 

priv.comm. with Hidaka and Paquet
� semi-QGP is the QGP around Tc
� Annihilation and Compton processes 

around hadronization

� PHSD (Parton-hadron string dynamics)
� PRC 89, 034908(2014)
� Thermal photons from QGP

� Initial strong magnetic field
� G. Baser et al., PRL109, 202303(2012)

Models have to describe both spectrum (early emission) and flow (late emission).
Sorry for omitting many latest model calculations.

PRC94, 064901 (2016)



Blue shift
� System expansion would boost photons and the spectrum may be blue-shifted

� Teff obtained by an exponential fit to the spectrum may not represent the truth

C. Shen, U. Heinz, J-F. Paquet and C. 
Gale, PRC89, 044910 (2014)
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Extension to other systems
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Photon spectra in 200GeV Cu+Cu
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� Photon measurements in Au+Au and Cu+Cu collisions at 200GeV.

� Au+Au: External conversion photons, Cu+Cu: Internal conversion photons

Inverse slopes:
� Au+Au, min. bias
242 ± 28 (stat) ± 7 
(syst) MeV

� Cu+Cu, min. bias
288 ± 49 (stat) ± 50 
(syst) MeV

Au+Au 200GeV
PHENIX, PRC91, 064904 (2015)

Cu+Cu 200GeV
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Photon spectra in 62 and 39GeV Au+Au
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� Photon spectra are measured in Au+Au at 62 and 39GeV.
� Both are from external photon conversion.

� Inverse slopes:
� 211 ± 24 (stat) ± 44 (syst) for 62.4GeV (min. bias)
� 177 ± 31 (stat) ± 68 (syst) for 39GeV (min. bias)

62.4GeV 39GeV



Systematic study
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Inverse slopes from 2760 to 39GeV
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� Inverse slopes as a function of collision energies

� At 200GeV,  the slopes are consistent within errors for Au+Au and Cu+Cu.
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Photon dN/dy vs Npart (Au+Au 200GeV)
� Npart dependence of integrated yield has same slope for different integration 

ranges

� dN/dy ~Npart
a:a= 1.48+/- 0.08 (stat) +/- 0.04 (syst)

PRC 89 044910 (Shen, Heinz)arXiv:1405.3940, PRC91, 064904 (2015)



Photon dN/dy vs Npart (w/ more systems)
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� dN/dy for direct photons
for pT>1GeV/c as a 
function of Npart are
calculated for:
� 200, 62.4 and 39GeV

Au+Au
� 200GeV Cu+Cu

� Surprisingly, they are all on
the same power-law
function.
� dN/dy = A×Npart

a

� a=1.35±0.09

� dN/dy increase faster than
that of Npart.



Photon dN/dy vs dNch/dh
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� Integrated photon yield (pT>1.0GeV/c)
� Au+Au, Cu+Cu 200GeV



Photon dN/dy vs dNch/dh
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� Integrated photon yield (pT>1.0GeV/c)
� Au+Au, Cu+Cu 200GeV, Pb+Pb 2.76TeV



Photon dN/dy vs dNch/dh
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� Integrated photon yield (pT>1.0GeV/c)
� Au+Au, Cu+Cu 200GeV, Pb+Pb 2.76TeV, Au+Au 39 and 62GeV



Photon dN/dy vs dNch/dh
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� Integrated photon yield (pT>1.0GeV/c)
� Au+Au, Cu+Cu 200GeV, Pb+Pb 2.76TeV, Au+Au 39 and 62GeV

All nicely fitted with: Yield µ (dNch/dh)~1.2



Photon dN/dy vs dNch/dh
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� With all “p+p” baselines (either p+p or pQCD) shown: Yield µ (dNch/dh)~1.2

� pQCD: m=0.5pT and extrapolated down to 1GeV/c
� Photons in A+A collisions have much higher yields compared to p+p



Photon dN/dy vs dNch/dh
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� Integrated photon yield (pT>1.0GeV/c)
� Au+Au, Cu+Cu 200GeV, Pb+Pb 2.76TeV, Au+Au 39 and 62GeV
� p+p and d+Au are off the trend. QGP turn-on somewhere around here?



Observations
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� Photon yields (pT>1GeV/c) for 200GeV A+A systems show a 
scaling of (Npart)~1.4

� Photon yields (pT>1GeV/c) for A+A systems show a universal 
scaling of (dNch/dh)~1.2 independent of beam energies

� Photon yields for “p+p” systems also show a universal scaling of 
(dNch/dh)~1.2 independent of beam energies
� Absolute yields are much lower than A+A

� Quark-hadron duality? Or any photons are just from late stage?
� Phase space for initial stages are suppressed?
� PHSD may be able to give a microscopic insight?



Summary
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� PHENIX has measured low pT photons in various A+A systems
� Either internal or external conversion method

� High effective temperature and large flow for low pT photons were 
observed in 200GeV Au+Au collisions
� Possible late stage emission incorporated with blue shift?

� Measurements have been extended to 200GeV Cu+Cu, 39 and 
62GeV Au+Au

� Systematic study have been performed with all available PHENIX 
data and 2.76TeV Pb+Pb data
� Observed scaling properties against Npart and dNch/dh
� Suggesting any photons are just from late stage?



Backup
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cf. p0 dN/dy vs Npart
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� dN/dy for p0 for pT>1GeV/c
as a function of Npart are
calculated for:
� 200 and 62.4GeV Au+Au
� 200GeV Cu+Cu

� dN/dy for p0 also increase
faster than that of Npart.
� Exponent is smaller than 

direct photons (a=1.35).
� Photon excesses (g/p0) for 

Au+Au increase as ~Npart0.18
(=1.35-1.17).

� More photons from partonic
phase?



Dataset collected by PHENIX
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Low pT photons from internal conversion
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Fit results
Cent.   dN/dy(pT>1GeV/c)   T(MeV)    c2/DOF
0-20%   1.50±0.23±0.35    221±19±19   4.7/4
20-40%  0.65±0.08±0.15   217±18±16   5.0/3
MB        0.49±0.05 ±0.11   233±14±19   3.2/4 

PHENIX, PRL. 104, 132301 (2010) 

r   incdir ´= gg
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Thermal photon spectra
� Thermal photon spectra are obtained 

by subtracting hard photons from all 
direct photon spectra
� Hard photon contribution is estimated 

from p+p times Ncoll

� Fitting to low pT region gives 
T~240MeV/c, almost independent of 
centrality

� The Slope parameter reflects the 
convolution of the instantaneous rates 
with the time-dependent temperature.
� One has to assume time profile to 

obtain the temperature at given time.

arXiv:1405.3940, PRC91, 064904 (2015)



Puzzle on direct photons remains
� Large yield

� Emission from the early stage where temperature is high

� Large elliptic flow (v2)
� Emission from the late stage where the collectivity is sufficiently built up
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Magnitude of flow
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C. Shen and U. Heinz, J-F. Paquet, I. Kozlov, and C. Gale, PRC 91, 024908 (2015)

Syst. error source Value

p0 counting 15-30%

Photon ID 2-3%

Event plane ~22%

Rg - 1 ~50%

Total ~30-50%


